Induction of pseudofoci and inhibition of density-mediated neoplastic transformation by PMA in NIH 3T3 cells after short-term exposures.
Depending on the precise conditions and cellular starting material, phorbol-13-myristate-12-acetate (PMA) can induce or suppress the transformation of NIH 3T3 cells. In sublines that do not undergo rapid transformation, exposure to PMA over the course of several weeks accelerated the process, while sublines that are primed for density-mediated transformation respond to PMA with a suppression of the process. This study examines the latter phenomenon. Within 1 h of exposure to 0.02 microgram/ml PMA, sparse cultures had undergone a morphological transition after which the cells appeared smaller and the processes thinner. These sublines exhibited a two- to sixfold increase in the saturation density achieved in 2% calf serum (CS). Phorbol ester analogs with hydrocarbon substitutions of 4 or more carbons at positions 12 and 13 of the phorbol nucleus had a similar effect as PMA on the saturation density. High concentrations of PMA (1 microgram/ml) induced the formation of cell aggregates (pseudofoci) that resembled transformed foci in their high local density, but unlike transformed foci, did not reinitiate focus formation if the cells were diluted and replated without PMA as secondary cultures. PMA inhibited the processes of neoplastic transformation and progression that occur readily in these NIH 3T3 sublines when they reach high cell density. I suggest that such changes occur because PMA abolishes the selection pressure at high densities that favors the transformation of some cells in heterogeneous populations. Induction of transformation by PMA (reported previously) occurs after much longer exposures in sublines that are relatively resistant to rapid density-mediated transformation.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)